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5» Superavmmetric Sound eg a Solution of Kinetic Equations

(i) Reaiumation of ladder graphs. To resolve the question

of the presence of phonino pole in the fermion Green's function

one has to sum up all the graph0 of the type depicted in Pig*7»

These graphs iave ladder structure ar.d the P-J1'J position :мг' Ъг

found frcm solution of the •:•••.;":••:•- ,~.<х:.я.% Betho-Salpeter equation

In our сазе this is an equal гак sywsem for the vertices

TV (42a)

(42b)

which can be presented graphically es follows

:
\ '•<• ..> у

Hot* that the eyetea (43) would be exact were boson and

fermion internal lines understood as the exact Green's functions

•nd the block» M*
A
 *

tc
- "* ** *b* «xftct irreducible scatter-

ing amplitudes. We will solve the system (43) in the approximat-

ion «here the amplitudes H are given by the sum of relevant tree
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graphs shown in Figs.8-10. Thus we determine the pole positions

in the leading order in the coupling constant Q .

It appears that in this approximation the graphs involving

conversions to ghost sector do not contribute and we can legally

restrict ourselves with index 1 - components of the Green's funct-

ions and vertices. In other words, analytic expressions correspond-

ing to eqs.(43) should be written using standard Feynman rules

but with the account of temperature effects in the Green's func-

tiot In our approximation it is sufficient to substitute into

eqs.(43) the tree-level Green's functions but with the masses

shifted according to eqs.(27).

It can be easily seen that if restricting with the "ground

state" (we imply the contributions of the first terms in eq.(21)

with shifted masses) contributions to the Green's functions en-

tering eqs.(43), the integrals in the r.h.s. of eq.(43) would

not have any singularities in к (at T - 0 no bound state appears),

and hence the corresponding terms in eqs»(43) are small being

proportional to a power of small coupling constant and can be

safely ignored. If one takes into account the medium contribut-

ions (the second term In eq.(2l)) in both Green's functions in

the loop, we would obtain the term which describes Landau damp-

ing discussed in the preceding section. Landau damping determi-

nes the region where phonino exists but is exponentially small

almost everywhere inside this region. So we shall ignore it here

too.

Thus only cross terms should be taken into account in the

r.h.s. of eqs.(43) with the "ground state
11
 contribution in one



of the Green'в function of the loop and '•medium" contribution

in the other. To make it more clear let us expand one of the

graphs figuring in the r.h.s. of eqs.(43)j

(44)

(As earlier the vertical dash mens the "medium" contribution into

the Green's functions). Omitting four last terms in the r.h.s.

of eq.(44) would mean omitting many-loop contributions into

« ^ (*./, However, there is no ground for this, as was mentio-

ned before.

The medium contribution into the boson or fermion propagator

кг Г % , •--•)
involves the factor 0 { Q - m / - Thus, one of the integrations,

say over & £ e , can be performed straightforwardly. Both

roots 9_ - -* I/"-2̂  м„-2 should be taken into account. SomeQ - ;*_ УЪ**

complication is due to the fact that the kernels of BS equat-
O © о

ions /̂ 1 , /*!
A
A
 a n

^ ^/S5 depend on the sign of1 , /
Q
c
 (the amplitudes t/M ~*> if A ^d ^^"-^AA

 etc
-
 a r e

not the same). This results in splitting of every equation in

eq.(43) into two. Let us write down explicitly the BS equations

for the vertices Г^С^/)
 5

 ^ ^Г >
 ±
^
2
+*

4
*> f)

(see eqs.(42)). When calculating the kernels U we make use of
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the fact that at T ̂ i IО /•
<
^/9

o
/

 /v
- f*9 . For our purposes

it is necessary and sufficient to expand the amplitudes II and

the numerator of the fermion propagator up to the first order

in q and p . We have
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(ii) Interpretation of BS equations, it T • 0 solutions of

BS equations correspond to bound states. Similarly, the solution

to eqa.(45) which describes the supersymmetric sound wave can

be interpreted as a bound state of a "thermopair" composed of a

positive-energy boson and negative-energy fermion or vie* versa

(such an interpretation has earlier been suggested in ref» )•

The BS equations of eq.(45) type arise in many condensed

7-9

matter problems . They are very close to the Boltzman kine-

tic equation. The analogy with kinetic equation can be made more

clear if defining new collective variables:

Transition from I д л to Q.~ and

is quite analogous to transition from vertex to wave function in

the usual BS equation (say, for the positronium). Really, the

positronium wave function ie equal to the С. г${€.*£ У

irreducible vertex multiplied by the electron and positron

17

Green's functions (see, e.g. ref. . ) In our case the factor

in the r.h.s. of eq.(47a) is just the product (у,(^)и^л(<~^/

of internal boson and fermion Green's functions, medium contri-

bution being taken into account in one of them (the factor which

enters the r.h.s. of eq.(47b) is

due to definition (46)).



The functiona d" С1с„ р)
 %

 Ъ ~L K«
}
f) in

eq.(47) have the meaning of generalized distribution functions.

They can be interpreted as boaon-fermion averages appearing in

the medium affected by the external field h* j, coupled

to supercurrent (see the discussion in Sec.3). Really, the ex-

ternal field n*ijL generates the average 4 ^ P\ ,> as

Lshown In yig.11. After switcbing off the fieldtj ^ , the

average ч ^ A } is determined by the pole in the phonino

propagator and is proportional to the residue at this pole, i.e.

the phonino wave function. Thus, we have

I ._
(48a)

, hi)
2 2

where p « m and the sign + or - is determined by the sum of

P *

Let us rewrite eqa.(45) in terms of CL and О :

******
 e

•f

(49a)



How the terms •*- О i-Ч aad '- P ic in the l.h.s* of eq.

(49) can be easily recognized es the terms ~ ofy(-f /"• /J

and I/ dY\(i: "f'P)/^'\r °f
 t h e

 kinetic equation. The

integrals in the r.h.e. are related to the term **- л ofl/dP

in the conventional kinetic equation, the force ? being an In-

tegral functional of the deviation, of distribution functions

from the global equilibrium valuesс The integral terms of this

kind are well-known in plasma theory and Fermi liquids theory*

(In the ultrarelati viatic cast the analogy with the letter- ie

rather deep,. It is %o Ы ;';';,••,,•..-•• ixi ̂ «c,,•?}.

I h a r e i s n o c o l l i s i o n -..••• •:• ••.••••. ' > • ? / . • • •
 ;
 •

one includes one-loop correctiuijjs ::)Ло the 'aec шар'И^млы

enetering BS equations. Thus, we see that the collision term

is suppressed as Q compared to the retained terms»

The main peculiarity of eqs.(49) is the presence of the

constant terms *~ Л д £b& ^ t b e 1»
л
»в«» I* i

fi
 due to the

fact that Q and 4
 a

re related to the nondiagonal cor-

relators and the boson and fermion masses are drifted apart at

T + 0. Soon we shall see that the presence of constant terms

affects drastically the character of solutions to eqs.(49)«
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(111) Solution of BS equatlona; V* • 0. Let us study

first the question if a solution existe at all when external

momentum U~ is equal to zero, i.e. if the fermion Green's

function of Fig.7 has a pole at «н - 0. (Naturally, we antici-

pate the positive answer as the Ward identities and hydrodyna-

mics analysis of Sec.3 implies that phonino exists).

Thus, let us look at the equation system (45) at к • 0. We

may neglect at first the small terms •** f>((м Q /&Ч • We arrive

at the system

# _ . •

where

= /28

We substituted in eqe.(5D the differences of one-loop shifts

of boson and fermion masses from eqs.(35)«

The system (50) can be most easily solved multiplying the

first and the fourth equations by (ft Y/ wall* the second
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and the third equation - by (/~<f ' • After this the sys

tem of four equations splits into two identical pairs:

fa-

where

л
- At

and similarly for .&"~ , (£5 • Substituting Хд g in eq.

(52) for their values (51) we see that the determinant of the

homogeneous system (52) vanishes, so the system has nonzero

solutions. Note that if we would take for £$A я the differences

of tadpole contributions (33) we would obtain Х д - ~ У л -
 f
/ty

and the system (52) would not have any noritrivial solutions, i.

e. fermion Green's function would not have a pole.

The general solution to the system (50) under conditions

(51) has the form

_ з
'A --

where ^% are arbitrary two-component spinors. Hence, the non-

diagonal temperature correlators (47) (if neglecting the cor-

rections s*~ (*(l*\ they are obtained from projections (53) mul-

tiplying by i)(E) •= Ю%о(~£/Т) and dividing by 4
Д
 ^ )

have Xh» form
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(55)

vrhere | , — (̂  •/ J is a four-component spincr.

The coincidence of Q. ~(f) and ^ ~ {P) is by no

mcana causel. Really, when к is small hydrodynamic approximation

works and solution of kinetic equations should satisfy the con-

dition of local thermodynamical equilibrium (this postulate was

our starting point in Sec.3). If so the nondiagonal correlators

(48a
v
b) are expressed via diagonal temperature Green's functions

(21) by use of the local supertransformation Grassman parameter

1M

(5бЪ)

where
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When deriving relations (56) we used the local supertrans-

formation law (6). In the nonrelativistic limit Fourier-compo-

nents of the correlators (56) satisfy the condition (55). One

can convince oneself that at oO k. — О the solution to kine-

tic equations (49) satisfy the local equilibrium property aleo

under account of the higher orders of the expansion in p/^4 •

JTote that though supersymmetric sound is similar to the con-

ventional sound in that in both cases at small к medium is in

local thermodynamj.cal equilibrium, the mechanisms providing equi-

librium are quite different. The conventional sound (say, in gas)

is described by the standard Boltzman equation

(57)

where ± L^O [ is the collision term. The equilibrium property

of the solution to eq.(57) at small O. U. (more exactly, when

v^T^-^A t t being the free path time) is provided by the condi-

tion LLln \~ &• In the case of supersyometric sound the equilib-

rium property of the nondiagonal distribution functions is provi-

ded not by collisions but by the integral terms describing

sero-angle scattering and also the constant terms ̂ ^ U
 а 1 1

^ ^ 3 л .

Is for the collision term, it is small in cur case due to small-

ness of the coupling constant. This situation has no analogies,

(iv) Solution of the equations at kf 0.

Consider equations (45) in case when external momentum к

is different from aero. Expand the denominators( Д * A±.2&HI*-

л, в

+ -2jt0. ) i* the r.h.e. of eq. (45) in k^ (it is the

only place in the equations with explicit Zr_-dependence).
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If wear» interested in the dispersive relation at small Ж^ it

is sufficient to retain linear in (O. lc terms. In this

approximation it is necessary (and sufficient) to retain in the

kernels the terms linear in particle momenta p and q , la a re-

sult we find that the kinetic equations have nontrivial solutions

if and only if О and (c satisfy the dispersive relation (4).

Not dwelling on calculation details let us describe briefly

the main steps in the solution. Substitute fcr f t^-м Pi

in the equations the ansatz

^ (58)

* (k )

Comparing the coefficients at p f in the l.h. and r.h.sides

of eq.(45), express the functions С * л С*/*)
 v

*
a
 Л /V

and ^ С fcrt/0/ • Substitute now eq. (53) in the r.h.s. of the

equations and perform integration over dq . Hote that both the

terms <*• Q Y explicitly present is the kernels and those aris-

ing due to expansion (56) of the vertices yield nonzero integral

when multiplied by the term ** ко coming from the denominator

expansion.

Squalling the determinant of the linear system tor/\ (м Oj

and Гл(*>/ 9/
 t n u s

 obtained to zero, we get the disper-

sion law (4)* The fact that the spatial conyonents «nter with

the factor //Hi can be seen immediately comparing the

coefficients at L) and *c in the r.h.s. The term -^ *c is
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proportional to the integral

involving the square of thermal momentum C.Q } ^ / IM inatead

of the factor m in the corresponding integral contributing to

the coefficient at О . Thus, C
ss
*~ ̂ /m. The unit coefficient

can be obtained by rather cumbersome explicit calculation.

Surely, we would have obtained nothing else. In Sec.3 we

obtained the dispersion law (4) from the aupercurrent conservat-

ion law which is. the corollary of the kinetic equations (45,49).

Funny to note that in the first order in *yt the solution

of the BS equations for Гг~(1ср Ъ) and П&СЬ* P?

(the eigenvectors of the system) does not depend on k* . Viz.,

^(1 £)^^, and Г£(Ь
Г1
О) bave *be form (54) as earlier

and the terms linear in p are the following

ft

The spinore * i are no longer arbitrary but are connec-

ted with each other as the bispinor ~\ s. ( ^ ) satisfies

the Dirae equation (18).

6. nonlinear Corrections to Dispersion law and Damping

Analysing the one-loop polarisation operator ^?C «y*/
 f
 we

found at the end of Sec.4 that in the region lc ̂.^Ihi where
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Landau flawing Is still exponentially «sail, the linear disper-

sion law (4) acquires large nonlinear corrections (see eq.(41)).

Thie qualitative conclusion retains its validity also in the

framework of exact analysis based upon solution of BS equations.

In principle, nonlinear terns in the dispersion law u)(k)

can be obtained solving directly eqs.(43)Lf accounting for higher

order terns in the expansion of denominators (fc "2^9»-*-2gi)
г А,В J* } J

in U Ic and of the kernels of the equations in л/щ д /^

However, this direct method leads to very cumbersome calculations.

Much sore convenient is to use the supercurrent conservation law

(recall Sec.3 where it permitted us to obtain the dispersion law

(4) practically without calculations).

However, it is necessary now to bear in mind that at к„

boson-fermion correlators (48) deviate though weakly from the

equilibrium values (56). In the firet order in Ic* fZ

and f~a (ftpf P/ d o aot depend on k-p (see the end of

the preceding section) and the Ic* -dependence of the corre-

lators C( * and 4 i s due to denominators ( A g "^иЭ^И +2/>Q

in eq. (47) again. The main dependence comes from the term^3/c

the term л. u>tM *-T(k/i>a much smaller than yp/ f^ / ^ /

Thus we get
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where the equilibrium nondiagonal correlators are related to

the diagonal ones by supertransformation (see eq.(56)).

Integrating eq.(61) over particle momenta p , taking Fouri-

er components in Kp and substituting the result into expres-

sions (8) for supercurrent we obtain the following local super-

current density

( 6 2 )

where we substituted phonino momentum к for the operator ~/ o/oX

acting upon
f

Taking the divergence of the supercurrent (62), equalling it

to zero and performing Fourier transformation we obtain the

following equation

The r.h.a. of eq.(63) may be interpreted as a phonino mass term,

the mass depending on momentum. Sq.(63) describes a wave which

satisfies the following dispersive equation

(64)

the square root of which gives the dispersion law with account

of nonlinear corrections which is our goal. The scalar dispersive

equation (64) can involve naturally only even powers of E • That
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is why the first nonlinear correction to *-0 [tcj at small к is

1 2

proportional to )sr and the term ̂ k is absent.

This means that it is, generally speaking, not sufficient

to know the solution of the kinetic equatfon up to the first

order in к but quadratic texTns are also necessary. However,

it can be easily seen that the contribution-^-k* into dispersive

equation coming from quadratic corrections to (\ ~~ ̂ U* Pj

and ъ [ к*«. PJ is of the seme order as the contribution due

to linear in О terms and is suppressed as 4L compared to the

calculated contribution.

Let us now discuss the question of damping of supereymmetric

sound. The damping has two sources. First cf all there is Landau

damping which explodes exponentially at ^ //пчТ "̂  3 7*£ ~

(see eq.(38)), Landau damping was studied in ref. (see also

Sec.4 of the present paper) and though one-loop polarization ope-

rator analysis cannot give a reliable quantitative result for

J
, the qualitative pattern does not change in the

accurate analysis.

Besides, there is also "collision" damping due to collision

term in the kinetic equation. Let us estimate the corresponding

contribution to J ^ u) (U.J • The collision term is rela-

ted to one-loop contributions in the amplitudes M-. etc. which
r>

enter the BS equations (43) and is suppressed as Q • The
О

collision term contribution diminishes with к decreasing.

Really, in the limit Км~0 the distributions correspond to

equilibrium and the collision integral turns to zero (the situ-

ation is quite analogous to the usual sound damping where

u> *• U
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Note that the dispersive equation (64) involves only етеа

power of lO . This is due to the fact that the terms retained

in BS equations to obtain eq.(64) were invariant with respect

to time reversal. Naturally, the collision term spoils thia

invariance. Therefore it leads to appearance of the odd term

/uUJic
 i n

 the dispersive equation . The coefficient at this

term can be estimated. As a result we get the- following disper-

sive equation

where £_ is a numerical constant of order t. The ratio of pho-

nino damping to its frequency can be estimated from eq.(65) as

which is always small in the region ^ ^<z L * where phonino

exists, the value k. being determined by Landau damping.

7» Ultrarelativiatie Case

If the condition T « m is not satisfied straightforward

solution of the BS equations (43) meets difficulties* General

arguments of Sec.3 tell us , however, that the phonino does

^ The term /vU) cannot appear as ita appearance would mean
a finite relaxation time at IE « 0 when the equilibrium arguments
of Sec.3 work.
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exist at any temperature, its Telocity being given by eq.(20b).

We may go further and estimate the limiting frequency at which

Landau damping smears out phonino spectrum and find out the

pattern of collision damping.

For simplicity we assume T >> m, not specifying if the

temperature is higher than the temperature of phase transition

7"* — iv/o/jE" or less. We shall see that the presence of

phase transition is slightly affects the kinetics of supereym-

metric sound.

First, let us estimate the difference of boson and fermion

temperature masses which is a crucial parameter in our problem.

Consider first the case T « T . The shifts of boson and

fermion poles are determined by both the tadpole and conventio-

nal loop graphs (aee Pigs.2-4). A mass shift due to tadpole

graphs is

(66)

(in expression (10) for £A/j- et T >Ъ m a positi-ps sign

should be choseb and the square root be expanded over the вш,-. ..

parameter Q / I*Л -т- Т/7^ ).

The loop graphs (Figs.2d-g etc.) provide the contribution

of the same order. Similarly to the case T<^< m the mass shifts

of different fields (А,В ^ ) acquire different numerical fac-

tors and a typical difference of the squares of boson and fer-

mlon masses is of order of 9 T . The same qualita-

tive result was obtained in ref. * where the temperature depen-

dence of boson and fermion "masses
1
* defined as effective po-



tential curvature was studied. As was stated abore repeatedly,

the masses in our problem should be defined in another «ay -

as propagator pole shifts at typical thermal momenta. (In the

caoe T « m thermal momenta were email and the pole shifts may

be calculated at zero spatial momenta. When T л medium ia

ultrarelativistic and the pole shifts in the ultrarelativistic

region are relevant. But the typical scale for the mass shifts
о 2

in any definition is Q T

The estimate (66) is valid also when T ">"> Т
с
 but in that

r-* Z о

case o-r *"WA g ^ *S*> (A/\ • The main contribution is due to

the loop graphs with temperature insersiona (we may recall

here the situation in quark-gluon plasma. At T t 0 the massless

on the lagrangian level quarks and gluons acquire dynamical

mass *-£T t8f19 ).
Let us find now the region where phonino exists* Landau

damping is due to the phonino absorption by medium particles

connected with boson —•> fermlon or fermion —*> boson conversion.

The conservation laws lead to klnematical requirement (39)

which Implies that the phonino with the momentum к can be ab-

sorbed by medium particle with the momentum <**• Д /£ » Absorb-

tion is efficient if £/lc does not exceed a typical ther-

mal momentum ^-Tf i.e. the estimate (38) ia transformed to

The ease estimate can be obtained from the analysis of the

one-loop polarization operator. (We have seen many times that

such an analysis correctly describee the qualitative picture).
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The expressions for -^ ( «y* / has the following structure:

Here ^ la a typical fermion mass: *И Я: W when
 c

and Hi "k- 9 / when T ">"> T . We see that the expansion of

eq.(68) m Up is legal at k« k *= ^

Hote that in the ultrarelativistic case we meet new and

interesting phenomenon. Let us compare the zero and the first

term of the expansion of eq.(68) in ^p . We have

(69a)

0 w

Д. ̂ . ^ ^ the linear term in *E ( *t*)

(69b)

At Д. ̂ . ^ ^ the linear term in *E ( *t*) overcomes the

zero term (this never is the case in the nonrelativistic сазе

- the linear term (34) is always small compared to J> ('Qj

in the region where phonino exists). In the kinetic equation

language this means that at k. ~&9 *** the distributions

Ci~ ( к.* p) and ъ С «r, p)
 a r e

 ^
a r
 from equilibrium. In other

words the hydrodynamlcal approximation which was the basis of

general analysis of Sec.3 is no longer valid in this region.

Hevertheless, phonino exists even in the region О уь\ £ £<V

<_<- Я 7" where Landau damping is still small but in a specific,

the ло called, sero-aound form. Such a phenomenon (i.e. the sound

wave where the medium has no local thermodynamics equilibrium)
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7 9
takes place in the Fermi liquid theory " ,

In the hydrodynamics region U & 9 И4 the damping due to

collisions grows quadratically with frequency: Ji/ц U>CA//V
- L /m*

In the zero-sound regime the damping is frequency-independent,

]\n &(£.)"-^k** , so that the ratio Uu, &tL)/k<t &&)

falls as к grows until Landau damping abruptly svritchhes on

at k ~£, Й 7" and phonino disappears.

An important difference from the Fermi-liquid situation is that

in that case at ь>~ г the damping Im « (k) in the transition re-

geion from the hydrodynamical to the zero-sound regime is of the

same order аз Ке с*> (к). Finally, this is due to the fact that the

interaction of quasi-particles in Fermi-liquid is strong. In our

сазе the interaction is weak and the damping is small everywhere

inside the region ic<. К " 9r • ® « smallnese of the collision

damping entails the fact "that the phonino velosity is equal to

1/3 of the speed of light both in the hydrodynamical and zero-sound

region. The matter is, for the phonon-type excitations (with the

linear dispersive law both in the small к and large к region) the

relation following from analytical properties of U> (k)

holds where Co-=» is th« high-frequency velocity, C
Q
 ia the

low-frequency velocity and О fa) is connected to the dAmp-iwg,

If the damping is small,

<7t)
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In our case (fi^) ie suppressed as Я and hence С
е
*-~С

о
'
>
-9

In other words, the velocities of low-frequency phonlno and high-

frequency zero-phonlno coincide and are equal to 1/3 up to small

corrections "" 0(Q ) •

8. Discussion and Conclusions

Summarising, we may say that the conclusion on the phonlno

existence and the result (19) for its velocity in the hydrodyna-

mics region are most general. They are valid in any supersymmet-

ric model.

The distinguishing feetures of a model display themselves as

frequency grows. In the present paper we studied the ffess-Zumino

model quantitatively in the nonrelativistic limit T <£<• m and

qualitatively - in the ultrarelativistic limit T >"> m. In every

case phonino kinetics ha» interesting pecularities. If T •£< m,

then starting from some к where damping is still small, the

spectrum acquires large nonlinear corrections. When !>•*> m the

nonlinear corrections are small in the whole region where damp-

ing is small but at some к the hydrodynamical regime changes

to the aero-sound region.

The estimates made in the preceding section for the high-

temperature Wess-Zumino model can be easily transferred to the

more interesting case of supersymmetric gauge theories. Really,

at T "iT> T the Wess-Zumino model is very similar to the super-

symmetric quark-gluon plasma:in both models the masslese on the

lagrangian level particles acquire the mass tM 'v- Q / due to

interaction with temperature medium (for the Wess-Zumino model

at T ">> T the lagrangian mess m is much smaller than m ). In

С
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other words the supersymmetric sound kinetics in supersymeetric

Tang-Mills.theories (at temperatures much higher than'confinement

scale) is essentially the same as in the Wess-Zumino model at

T>>TC at U)~-k*fT we have the hydrodynamics regime, *tff*&

£ CO Jbfp -the гего-aound regime and "at UJ%.9*T Landau damp-

ing is switched on and phonino disappears. In both regimes the

phonino velocity is 1/3 of the speed of light up to corrections

*, px (т) . The scale f
x
7* is known in quark-gluon plasma

lfl &

theory as "magnetic mass" • The scale *«7* is seemingly

specific of the" problem at hand*

The common feature of all studied models is the presence of

constant terms in the generalised kinetic equations of eq.(49)

which are due to the difference in boson and fermion mass values

at ft 0; The collision term in the kinetic equations is always

small compared to the constant terms and weakly affects the dyna-

mics. The frequency region where propagating supersymmetric sound

exists is thus determined not by the collision term (as was the

case for the usual sound) but by Landau damping. The collision

term is responsible only for a small damping with a power depen-

dence on к in the region where phonino exists.

In conclusion we wish to point out that though the methods

we used were mainly classical (this is especially true for the

hydrodynamics analysis of Sec.3), phonino is still a fermion and

does not describe a coherent wave motion of a medium because of

the Pauli principle.

One of the authors (A«V.S.) is deeply indebted to B.L.Ioffe

who initiated hie interest to temperature field dynamics and to

Y.L.21etsky for useful discussions.
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